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The goal of this project was to investigate the feasibility of developing useful low
order dynamical systems to allow one to determine cheaply the effect of various
initial conditions on the evolution of mixing layers. A mathematically rigorous approach for a time evolving base flow as found in a mixing layer seems to be the
"ingular value decompo"ition of the linear operator transforming some initial perturbations into the solution at a given later time. Unfortunately, this is very costly,
if at all feasible, and only deals with the linear evolution of a disturbance. A different approach based on weakly non-linear analysis was attempted, but numerous
difficulties were encountered. Several formulations were proposed which may be
ill-posed. The reason for this possible failure of the attempted approach is related
to fundamental limitations of weakly non-linear analysis. The clarification of these
issues is attempted in this report.
1. Introduction

We are concerned with the evolution of a two-stream mixing layer, and for the
sake of simplicity, we consider a time-evolving mixing layer, which is periodic in the
streamwise (x) and spanwise (z) spatial directions. In a time-evolving mixing layer,
one considers two semi-infinite streams moving in opposite direction with equal
velocities. The interface region between the two streams is unstable, and we are
interested in the evolution of arbitrary perturbations to the flow. It is well known
that the fastest growing linear disturbances are two-dimensional modes which lead
to the Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-up of the mixing layer. Two-dimensional roll-ups of
the mixing layer are commonly observed both experimentally and numerically. It is
of great interest to understand the way in which the two-dimensional mixing layer
undergoing the Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-up becomes three-dimensional. This problem
has been addressed numerically by Moser & Rogers (1990) and Rogers & Moser
(1989). However, it is not possible to thoroughly explore the infinite dimensional
space of initial conditions numerically. An analytic theory which captures the important features of the full problem is required. Two features of this problem make
the analytic theories considered here difficult. First, the critical Reynolds number
for the flow is zero (or near zero), so that flows of interest are always far from the
critical condition; and second, the base flow (the rolling up mixing layer) on which
the perturbations are to evolve is itself evolving in time.
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In the current effort, an extension of standard methods of weakly non-linear
analysis to this problem was attempted. The purpose of weakly non-linear analysis is
to shed light on the nature of non-linear processes, especially as to how they modify
the development of an instability. Usually, non-linearity induces a saturation of the
exponential growth of a perturbation. That non-linear saturation can take many
different forms. A weakly non-linear analysis usually leads to significant qualitative
insights into the physics of the problem. However, one is in general restricted to an
investigation near criticality, i.e. to small departures from the base flow. In that
range, the full dynamics can be well described by the evolution of one or a few
modes. Of course, one can always heavily truncate a representation of the full flow
field so as to obtain a low order system of differential equations. With luck, such a
severe truncation could be indicative of the behavior of the full system, but there
is no guarantee. Severe truncations can lead to extremely interesting non-linear
systems, but they are not necessarily representative of the real thing. The Lorenz
equations, for instance, can be obtained from a three-mode truncation of the flow
field in the study of convection. The truncated system shows fascinating dynamical
behaviors (chaos, etc.), but the real flow behaves differently. In a weakly non-linear
analysis, one seeks to deduce a simple dynamical system in a range where it will be
a faithful representation of the real physics. The ideas involved in the derivation
of a low order system and the difficulties encountered for the mixing layer case are
illustrated below.
2. Weakly non-linear analysis
Let us consider a non-linear problem (e.g. the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations) where the full solution field v is decomposed into a basic state U and a perturbation u: v = U + u. Substituting in the governing equations and subtracting
out the basic state, one obtains the equation for the perturbation which, for the
purpose of illustration, will be written here as:

a
at u + Lu =

(1)

fN(u, u)

where L is a linear operator and N is a quadratically non-linear operator. The
parameter f has been introduced (after a rescaling perhaps) as a measure of the
amplitude of the perturbation (at time 0 say). A straightforward solution technique
would be to expand the perturbation as a series in powers of f:
u

= Uo + WI + f 2 U2 + ...

Substituting this series in the equation and equating powers of
sequence of linear problems:

a
at Uo + Luo =0
ata UI + LUI =N(uo,uo)

f

yields an infinite

(2)

ataU2 + LU2 =N(UI,UO) + N(UO,UI)
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Unfortunately, such an expansion is, in general, nastily divergent. At best, it is
valid in an asymptotic sense, i.e. in the limit as ~ ---+ 0 (when properly scaled). If
any of the Ui is growing in time, the expansion will, furthermore, be valid only for
small times. In the mixing layer case, for example, we might simplify the problem
by taking a base flow which is independent of time, implying that L is independent
of time (as in Pierrehumbert & Widnall 1982). In that case, the solution for Uo is
obtained from the eigenfunctions of the operator L and can be written
-I.
Uo = e At '1'0,

where 4>0 is an eigenfunction (normalized) and A an eigenvalue of L. In the simple
case of a time developing mixing layer in an x-periodic domain considered here,
there are one (or possibly a few) real positive Aj the rest are in general complex
with negative real parts. Taking A and 4>0 to be the most unstable mode, can we
follow its non-linear development? The first order problem is

ataUI + LUI =

e

2>.t

(3)

N(4)o,4>o)

and admits a separable solution of the form U1 = exp(2At)4>I. Substituting that
form in (3), 4>1 is the solution of (L + 2A)4>1 = N(4)o,4>o). As A is the largest
eigenvalue of L, the operator L + 2A is not singular and 4>1 exists. One can proceed
similarly to arbitrary order and obtain:
U =

e At 4>o

+ ~e2At4>1 + ~2e3>'t4>2 + ...

The linear solution is valid provided ~eAt « 1. The higher order terms provide an
asymptotic expansion in the same limit, but they do not eztend the range of validity
(in time) of the ezpansion.
It is possible to extend the domain of validity of the expansion if the growth rate
is small, a concept to be made precise below (e.g. Stuart 1960). The zeroth order
solution is written as Uo = A(t)4>o, with (L + A)4>o = o. Substituting in (1) shows
that dAj dt - AA = O( fA 2), where f should be considered as an ordering parameter,
fA is the real measure of the amplitude. The next order problem is

a UI + LUI =
-a
t

2
1 dA
A N(4)o,4>o) - - ( - - AA)4>o
f
dt

3

+ O(~A )

(4)

To extend the range of validity of the solution, at least for the eigenmode 4>0, one
wants to insure that U1 will not contain any growing contribution of the form 4>0.
This is the case if one requires that the right-hand side of (4) be orthogonal to 4>~,
the solution to the adjoint of the linear homogeneous problem. The adjoint 4>~ is
the solution of (L· + A·)4>~ = 0, where the operator L· + A· is defined through the
relation: < 4>~,(L + A)4>o >=< 4>o,(L· + A·)4>~ >. The brackets < . > denote the
appropriate inner product. That requirement yields an equation for A:
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dA

dt = .AA+f.A2A2 +O(f2A 3)
The solution for Ul is then taken to be of the form
it is found that 4>; satisfies:

Ul

=

A24>~.

Substituting in (4),

as stated above 4>~ exists. The next order problem becomes:

The constant .A3 is determined by requiring that the inner product of the right-hand
side of (5) with 4>0 be zero. One then looks for a solution of the form U2 = A34>~.
The procedure can be extended to arbitrary order and yields the solution:

with

In practice, the expansion is truncated at some finite order. There are two possible
outcomes of such an analysis. First, the solution for A(t) may grow rapidly and be
unbounded; in this case the solution quickly becomes invalid as A becomes large.
Second, the solution for A may saturate and remain bounded; assume, for instance,
that .A2 is negative. Then the second order truncation indicates that there is an
equilibrium solution with A = -.A/(f.A2)' In this case, the second order truncation
is uniformly valid in time in the asymptotic limit .A --t 0 like f. Thus, the expansion
is valid near the (super critical) critical point for the instability under consideration.
We are here considering the mixing layer far from critical; however, we proceeded
with the analysis and hoped for the best.
During the course of the summer program, an analysis of this sort was applied
to the Navier-Stokes equations for the case of the mixing layer. Several added
difficulties were encountered and successfully treated. For example, the dependent
variable is a divergence-free vector quantity which was treated by using a vector
stream function formulation. Also, a spatially growing layer was considered in
addition to the time-developing layer discussed here. This required t he introduction
of two time and space scales to accommodate the traveling wave component of the
solution.
The difficulty which could not be so easily overcome is the fact that the base flow
is time-evolving. The procedure outlined above is straightforward and well defined
when L is independent of time, but L becomes explicitly time dependent when the
base flow is time dependent. In this case, there are no longer eigensolutions to the
zeroth order linear problem. To obtain a solution to the linear problem, we must
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specify an initial condition u(t = 0), which when L was time dependent was taken
to be the most unstable eigenfunction. This guaranteed that there would be no
faster growing solution that would enter at higher order to invalidate the expansion.
Without eigensolutions, we cannot guarantee this except by using singular value
decomposition. (see §3). Also, if we are to generalize the solution procedure (as was
attempted), the inner product, orthogonality, and the adjoint of the linear problem
must be generalized by including an integral in time in the definition of the inner
product. Thus we must consider from the outset a finite time interval (say (0, tl))'
It is then possible to proceed mechanically with the solution procedure, defining an
"adjoint" and determining a "solvability" condition. However, as formulated, the
adjoint solution has to satisfy a "temporal boundary condition" <p*(t = t 1 ) = 0,
which for a diffusive operator L results in an apparently ill-posed problem for </>* .
Finally, even if the appropriate adjoint solution( s) were available, it is not clear
that the resulting expansion would be valid over the time interval (0, t 1 ) because
the expansion functions <Pi are now functions of time, which mayor may not exhibit
large growth over the time interval.
3. Other generalizations
The generalization of standard weakly non-linear analysis to the time-evolving
mixing layer encountered several problems as outlined above. However, the generalization of the linear problem is clear. When the linear operator L is dependent on
time, then the general solution of the zeroth order linear problem can be formally
expressed as a linear operator which takes arbitrary initial conditions at t = 0 to
a solution at t = t 1 . It is the singular value decomposition of this operator and in
particular the singular functions associated with the largest singular value which are
of interest. Unfortunately, obtaining this decomposition appears computationally
intractable at this time. There may also be a generalization of the weakly non-linear
analysis making use of a decomposition in terms of the singular functions , but this
has not been explored.
Another possibility is to use a technique like that of Riley et al (1988), in which
some of the difficulties discussed above are overcome by solving for the evolving
base flow as well as the perturbations. However, this too suffers from the lack
of a uniformly valid asymptotic expansion as a basis for the analysis . Finally, by
considering a different problem (e.g. a plane wake) and appropriately scaling space
and time, one may be able to obtain a model problem which is more amenable to
analysis but is still relevant to the study of free shear flows.
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